
Overview

Behind the locked vaults of Live88 lie riches of 
unfathomable worth.



Among massive base game multipliers, in an 
industry-first immersive Live Casino feature, 
collect keys to access a kingdom of relics and 
prizes in Live88’s latest, Royal Riches Roulette.



Will luck strike in your favour with as many as 4 
multipliers randomly landing among 37 
standard numbers? Each multiplier can be 
worth up to 1,000x when landing on straight up 
wins!



Meanwhile, 8 coloured suits; 2 each in green, 
orange, blue and pink; will land during every 
game round, again on random numbers. A 
straight up bet win on one of these numbers 
will add the suit to the players collection. Your 
collection will remain active on your account, 
meaning an incomplete collection will not 
expire at the end of the session. Reopen the 
game to see your already-collected coloured 
suits!



Once all four suits have been collected, a key is 
rewarded and the countdown begins to the 
Relic Hunt Bonus Game. 



Multipliers will be hidden beneath the game’s 
10 ornate relics. Choose from the chalice, 
sword, scroll, scepter and more to unearth 
massive multiplier wins of up to 500x. 
Collections average bet amount is used for the 
relic selection which will be multiplied with the 
revealed multiplier later.

At the same time the players without a key 
collection can participate in the Lucky Coin 
game by placing a bet and making a guess on 
under which relic the coin is hidden. Lucky 
Coin is revealed to the players after betting 
time ends. Players guessing the correct 
location of the coin will have their bet 
multiplied by up to 50x!



Then the Relic Hunt players' fun begins. The 
game starts revealing the multipliers for each 
relic for the collection owners where the 
highest multipliers await!



Will you be crowned king of casino with your 
collection of regal rewards in Live88’s Royal 
Riches Multiplier Roulette
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Payouts and Return to Player

PAYS


29-999:1



17:1


11:1


11:1
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1:1


1:1


1:1


40-500:1


3-50:1

bet limits


Defined based

on game limits and 

currency

Bet


Straight



Split


Street


Trio


Corner


First Four


Six lines


Column


Dozen


Red/Black


Even/Odd


High/Low
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